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Abstract. Workflow management systems support business processes and are driven by
business processes models. These models cover different perspectives including the control-
flow, resource, and data perspectives. Contemporary workflow management systems offer a
wide variety of mechanisms to support the resource perspective. The resource perspective is
essential for the applicability of workflow management systems. This paper focuses on the
resource perspective, i.e., the way the system distributes work based on the structure of the
organization and capabilities/qualifications of people. Our goal is to develop a structured and
exact method to serve as aid for the analysis, evaluation and comparison of various workflow
management systems. First we develop models of particular workflow management systems
(Staffware, FileNet, and FLOWer). Next, we develop a meta model that can be seen as the
“least common multiple” of system-specific workflow models. Finally, for each particular
workflow management system we develop Object Constraint Language (OCL) expressions
that constrain the meta model. Each of the three constrained meta models specifies the
resource perspective of a particular system and can be used for further analysis.

1 Introduction

Workflow management systems are process-aware information systems [5, 18]. As process-aware
systems, they are used in companies as a means for the computerized structuring and driving of
complex business processes. Workflow management systems implement business process models,
and use them for driving the flow of work by allocating the right employees to the right tasks at the
right times. The system manages the work of employees – it will determine which tasks an employee
has to execute and when, which documents will be used, which information will be available during
work, etc. Typically, a workflow management system offers several mechanisms to distribute work,
and the way the resource perspective is managed varies among different systems. Nevertheless,
we believe that existing systems are too limited in this respect [43]. The goal of this paper is not
to propose advanced work distribution mechanisms. Instead, we focus on the analysis of existing
systems. The goal is to develop a structured method for describing the resource perspective in
workflow management systems. This will provide aid for easier analysis, evaluation, comparison
and selection of systems.

The work reported in this paper can be seen as an extension of the meta modelling approaches
presented in [8, 36–38, 42]. These approaches use static models like, for example, Unified Modelling
Language (UML) class diagrams [25] to discuss work distribution concepts. The work reported
in this paper starts with developing UML models of different workflow management systems:
Staffware 9.0 [48], FileNet Business Process Manager 3.0 [21], and FLOWer 2.05a [39]. Next,
a meta model that generalizes models of different systems is developed as “the least common
multiple”. Although this approach can be found in some earlier work [36], we take a step further
and for each of the three systems we develop constraint expressions in the Object Constraint
Language (OCL) [26]. These expressions show how the meta model can be constrained to act
as a model of each of the workflow management systems we have used. Within the context of
the workflow patterns initiative [6] (cf. www.workflowpatterns.com) 43 resource patterns [45, 43]
have been defined. Workflow management systems can be evaluated using system-independent
patterns of work distribution. Unlike patterns, which use a descriptive language to analyze work



distribution, OCL constraints that we use offer more structured and more exact description of
workflow management systems.

2 Extending the Meta Modelling Approach With Constraints

We use the meta modelling approach as the basis for our work [8, 36–38, 42] and deploy UML class
diagrams as a modelling language. Figure 1 shows that we use three steps in our approach. First, we
develop models of three workflow management systems: Staffware, FileNet, and FLOWer. Second,
we build a meta model as a generalization of these three workflow management systems. Third,
for each of the systems we constrain (specialize) the meta model with OCL constraint expressions.
The focus of this paper is on the third step, i.e., on the development of system-specific constraints
for the meta model. We take the meta model as the starting point in this paper, and shortly
describe the models of Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer in the appendix of this paper. We develop
and use the models of Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer for the construction of the meta model.
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Fig. 1. The Three Steps Approach

Workflow management systems and their models typically contain different concepts/features.
Even when some of the concepts are common for various systems, these concepts are often named
differently in different systems. Therefore, it is often difficult to analyze and compare systems and
their models. By developing a set of OCL constraint expressions, for each of the three workflow
management systems, we provide a structured and exact description of particular systems. Figure 2
shows how we extend the meta modelling approach with constraints. First, we use models of three
workflow management systems (i.e., Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer) to construct the meta model.
This meta model is the “least common multiple” of Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer models - it
contains not more than all the features of these three models. Second, for the meta model we
develop three sets of OCL constraints. Each set of constraints refers to the scope of the meta model
that represents the model of a particular workflow management system. Constraints referring to
one workflow management system describe which parts of the meta model refer to that workflow
management system, and exclude the parts of the meta model that refer to the other two workflow
management systems. While the meta model is a common basis for different workflow management
systems, constraints represent the features that are unique for particular systems. This makes it
easier to analyze, evaluate and compare constraints than different models of workflow management
systems.

Our focus is on the resource perspective of workflow management systems. Due to the com-
plexity we split the resource perspective model into three UML [25] models:
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Fig. 2. Constraints - an Extension of the Meta Modelling Approach

The Organization model shows how an organizational structure can be defined in a workflow
management system. This can, for example, be done by defining users, their organizational
roles and departments;

The Resource Allocation model shows how resource allocation is specified in a process defini-
tion in a workflow management system. For every task that has to be executed by a user, the
resource allocation mechanism determines the user(s) who can execute the task. The allocation
can be specified using the organization model elements (e.g., user-names, roles, departments,
etc.);

The Work Distribution module shows how a workflow management system distributes work
to employees (resources). The distribution of work to people is done based on the resource
allocation specifications for tasks and the current organizational structure.

Figure 3 shows that, at the design-time, the organization model is defined in some administrative
tool and resource allocation is specified in the process definition. The workflow engine and work
lists handler determine the work distribution of a workflow management system at the run-time.
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Fig. 3. The Resource Perspective Sub-Models

In line with the structuring the UML models into three sub-models, we we also structure the
constraints for every workflow management system into three groups: (1) Organization constraints,
(2) Resource Allocation constraints and (3) Work Distribution constraints. Every constraint has
a name and unique code. For example, one of the Organization constraints has the name “Group
Type”. The constraint code consists of three parts: (1) system name - “SW” for Staffware; “FN”
for FileNet; “FW” for FLOWer, (2) sub-model name - “O” for Organization; “A” for Resource
Allocation; “D” for Work Distribution, and (3) constraint name. For example, the unique code for
the Staffware Organization constraint “Group Type” is “SW-O.GT”.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sections 3, 4 and 5 we present the
meta model and constraints for Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer. Organization meta model and its
constraints are shown in Section 3, Resource Allocation meta model and constraints in Section 4,
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and Work Distribution meta model and constraints in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss our
results. An overview of related work is given in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper. Models
of Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer that we have developed and used for the construction of the
meta model are shown in the appendix.

3 Organization

We have developed the Organization meta model based on the analysis of Organization models
of Staffware, FileNet, and FLOWer. Thus, any organization that could be modelled in any of
these three systems can also be modelled in the Organization meta model. In this section we first
describe the Organization meta model. Second, we describe a real-life example that illustrates the
most important properties of the model. Finally we describe how the proposed Organization meta
model can be mapped to models of Staffware, FileNet or FLOWer using OCL constraints.

3.1 Organization Meta Model

Figure 4 shows the Organization meta model for Staffware, FLOWer and FileNet 1. The structure
of an organization can be defined using various groupings of employees. These groupings can be
defined based on different aspects of the organizational classification of employees, e.g., an organi-
zation can be structured using the hierarchy of departments, roles or other classification criteria.
We will refer to the classification criteria as to the group type in the Organization meta model.
Within each of the classification criteria there is a set of concrete groups, which are represented by
the group object in the model. The model allows for a detailed description of groups by assigning
attributes to a group type. If an attribute is assigned to the group type, then it is possible to assign
a value for that attribute to the corresponding group objects. Group objects are often structured
into a hierarchy. This is enabled in the model by creating a relation that allows a group object to
act as a master of other group objects. Similarly, a group object can also be a subordinate (in the
relation sub) of other group objects. One organizational position can be assigned to a number of
group objects and one group object can be referred to by multiple positions. A user can occupy
multiple positions. A position indirectly assigns users to various group objects. Every user can be
described in more detail via qualifications (representing concrete values) for each of the predefined
qualification types.
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Fig. 4. Organization Meta Model

1 Organization models of Staffware, FLOWer and FileNet are presented in the appendix (Section 8).
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Figure 5 shows an example of how an organization can be modelled using the Organization
meta model. In this illustration we focus on one part of the UML model in Figure 4, i.e., we
abstract from attributes and their values. In this example, the organization is structured using
two classification aspects (group types) – “Department” and “Role”. A structure is defined within
each of the two group types by creating a hierarchy of group objects: the department of “Technical
Sciences” consists of “Mathematics” and “IS” sub-departments; users involved with “Teaching”
can be “Professors” or “Assistants”, while “Administrative” users can perform a role of “Manager”
employees. Two positions within the organization are formed based on the object groups of “De-
partment” and “Role” object types: (1) position “prof A” is related to the “IS” and “Professor”
group objects, and (2) position “mngr A” is related to the “IS” and “Manager” group objects.
The organization contains two users (employees) – “Wil” and “Jelmer”. By assigning them to the
two positions, an indirect relation to corresponding group objects is made. This makes it easier to
switch positions of users in the organization, by changing the assigned position instead of chang-
ing all relating group objects. Another type of qualifications of users requires assigning a concrete
value to the relation. An example of this kind of qualifications is the “Birth date”, where every
user is assigned a specific value for the qualification type.

Department Role 

Mathematics IS 

Technical 
Sciences Teaching Administration 

Professor Assistant 

prof  A mngr A 

Manager 

Wil Jelmer 

Birth date 

15-03- 
1970 

06-01- 
1950 

Group Type 

Group Object 

Position 

User 

Qualification 

Qualification 
Type 

Class Name Example 

Fig. 5. Example of One Organization

Although the Organization models of Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer have significant differ-
ences, some of their elements refer to the same contexts in the Organization meta model. These
are shown in Table 1.

3.2 Organization Constraints for Three Workflow Management Systems

In the remainder of this section we will show how the Organization meta model can be mapped to
the three system-specific Organization models using OCL constraints expressions. Table 2 shows
the constraints for the Organization models of Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer. In the first column
we show the context of the constraint, i.e., the name of the meta model class that is constrained.
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Table 1. Matching of Concepts in Systems - Organization

Meta Model Staffware FileNet FLOWer

Attribute Attribute

Group Object Group, Role Workflow Group,
Work Queue, OS
Group

Role, Function Pro-
file, Work Profile,
Context, User Group

Qualification Type Attribute

User User User User

The constraint name and unique code are shown in the second and the third column, respectively.
The description of the meaning of the constraint is shown in the fourth column.

Table 2. Organization Constraints

context constraint name code description

Group Type Group Type O.GT possible organizational groups, units, etc.;
Group Qualification O.GQ groups can be qualified by assigning group

attributes to group types;

Group Object Group Capacity O.GC how many positions can be assigned to a
group object;

Organizational Hierarchy O.OH the hierarchical model of the organization;

Position Organizational Position O.OP group objects that one organizational po-
sition can be assigned to;

Qualification Type User Qualification O.UQ qualifications of users;

Staffware. Table 3 presents OCL expressions that constraint 2 the Organization meta model to
represent the Staffware Organization model. Staffware uses groups and roles to define an organi-
zational structure, by assigning them directly to users. Therefore, constraint (SW-O.GT) allows
for two instances of group types – “Group” and “Role”. Concepts of groups and roles differ in
Staffware. First, groups can have attributes and roles cannot. Second, one group can be assigned
to multiple users, while a role can only be assigned to one user. Constraint (SW-O.GQ) makes sure
that attributes cannot be assigned to roles and (SW-O.GC) that one role can be assigned to only
one position (and indirectly – to only one user). It is only possible to model a flat organizational
hierarchy in Staffware, as it is shown in (SW-O.OH). Groups and roles are assigned directly to
users in Staffware, and constraint (SW-O.OP) defines that every relation between one user and one
group object represents a unique position. Adding corresponding supervising position instances
and assigning users to them can model additional Staffware supervision relations between users
and groups. In addition to qualifying group types with attributes, Staffware allows qualification
of users with the same set of attributes, as it is possible to model this in the Organization meta
model via qualification types.

FileNET. Again we use OCL constraints relating to the Organization meta model, as shown in
Table 4. FileNet allows for defining organizational structure by creating (and assigning users to)
three types of groups: (1) groups of users as they are defined externally, in the operating system,
(2) work queues (which act as pools of work items for the members of the queue), and (3) workflow
groups to allow for the run-time alteration of the structure of teams. This property is illustrated
by constraint (FN.O.GT) while (FN-O.GQ) shows that it is not possible to create attributes for
group types. As constraint (FN-O.OH) shows, it is not possible to model hierarchy with any of

2 In this paper we assume that the reader is familiar with the Object Constraint Language. For a detailed
description of the OCL syntax see [26].
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Table 3. OCL Constraints for Organization Model in Staffware

context Group Type
inv (SW-O.GT): GroupType.allInstances()->collect(name) = Bag {‘Group’,‘Role’}
inv (SW-O.GQ): self.name = ‘Role’ implies self.attribute1->isEmpty()

context Group Object
inv (SW-O.GC): self.groupType1.name = ‘Role’ implies self.position1->size() = 1
inv (SW-O.OH): self.master->isEmpty() and self.sub->isEmpty()

context Position
inv (SW-O.OP): self.groupObject2->size() = 1

the group objects in FileNET. Organizational structure in FileNET requires assigning users to
individual group objects directly to users, without using positions for indirect assigning of these
relations. Because of this, constraint (FN-O.OP) makes sure that a position is created every time a
relation between a user and one of the group objects is modelled. Constraint (FN-O.QT) prevents
the creation of qualification types for users.

Table 4. OCL Constraints for Organization Model in FileNET

context Group Type
inv (FN-O.GT): GroupType.allInstances()->collect(name) = Bag {‘OS Group’,‘Work

Queue’, ‘Workflow Group’}
inv (FN-O.GQ): self.attribute1->isEmpty()

context Group Object
inv (FN-O.OH): self.master->isEmpty() and self.sub->isEmpty()

context Position
inv (FN-O.OP): self.groupObject2->size() = 1

context Qualification Type
inv (FN-O.QT): Qualification Type.allInstances()->isEmpty()

FLOWer. Table 5 shows how the Organization meta model can be constrained in order to represent
the way organizations are modelled in FLOWer. First, constraint (FW-O.GT) defines that role,
function profile, work profile, user group and context are the four possible types of organizational
units. With (FW-O.GQ) we constrain the model and make it not possible to create attributes for
group types. FLOWer assumes an organizational structure where only group objects originating
form different group types can form hierarchical relations (and group objects originating form the
same group type do not form relations), as constraint (FW-O.OH.1) shows. Next, constraints are
listed to define the hierarchy structure that group objects can form. Constraint (FW-O.OH.2)
allows for roles to be assigned to function profiles. Function profiles are collections of roles, as
shown in (FW-O.OH.3). In (FW-O.OH.4) function profiles are assigned to work profiles and are
defined for a specified context. Work profiles are collections of function profiles and are defined
in a specified context, as shown in (FW-O.OH.5) and (C.FW-O.OH.6). Constraint (FW-O.OH.7)
shows how users can be assigned to user groups, which belong to context units. Context is the
highest (hierarchy) level organizational unit and other units (function profiles, work profiles and
user groups) are defined in specified context units, as shown in constraint (FW-O.OH.8). Every
position is assigned to one work profile, as shown in constraints (FW-O.OP.1) and (FW-O.OP.2).
Assigning qualifications to users is not possible in FLOWer, as constraint (FW-O.UC) shows.

4 Resource Allocation

In this section we first present the Resource Allocation meta model and then we show how it can
be constrained to represent Resource Allocation models of Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer.
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Table 5. OCL Constraints for Organization Model in FLOWer

context Group Type
inv (FW-O.GT): GroupType.allInstances()->collect(name) = Bag {‘Role’,‘Function

Profile’, ‘Work Profile’, ‘Context’, ‘User Group’}
inv (FW-O.GQ): self.attribute1->isEmpty()

context Group Object
inv (FW-O.OH.1): self.master->select(groupType1.name = self.groupType1.name)-

>isEmpty() and self.sub->select(groupType1.name =
self.groupType1.name)->isEmpty()

inv (FW-O.OH.2): self.groupType1.name = ‘Role’ implies ( self.master-
>select(groupType1.name = ‘Function Profile’)->notEmpty()
and self.master->select(groupType1.name <> ‘Function Profile’)-
>isEmpty())

inv (FW-O.OH.3): self.groupType1.name = ‘Function Profile’ implies ( self.sub-
>select(groupType1.name = ‘Role’)->notEmpty() and self.sub-
>select(groupType1.name <> ‘Role’)->isEmpty() )

inv (FW-O.OH.4): self.groupType1.name = ‘Function Profile’ implies ( self.master-
>select(groupType1.name = ‘Context’ or groupType1.name = ‘Work
Profile’)->isEmpty() and self.sub->select(groupType1.name <> ‘Con-
text’ and groupType1.name <> ‘Work Profile’)->isEmpty() )

inv (FW-O.OH.5): self.groupType1.name = ‘Work Profile’ implies ( self.sub-
>select(groupType1.name = ‘Function Profile’)->notEmpty()
and self.master->select(groupType1.name <> ‘Function Profile’)-
>isEmpty() )

inv (FW-O.OH.6): self.groupType1.name = ‘Work Profile’ implies ( self.master-
>select(groupType1.name = ‘Context’)->notEmpty() and self.sub-
>select(groupType1.name <> ‘Context’)->isEmpty() )

inv (FW-O.OH.7): self.groupType1.name = ‘User Group’ implies ( self.master-
>select(groupType1.name = ‘Context’)->notEmpty() and self.master-
>select(groupType1.name <> ‘Context’)->isEmpty() )

inv (FW-O.OH.8): self.groupType1.name = ‘Context’ implies ( self.sub-
>select(groupType1.name = ‘Function Profile’ or groupType1.name
= ‘Work Profile’ or groupType1.name = ‘User Group’)->notEmpty()
and self.sub->select(groupType1.name <> ‘Function Profile’ and
groupType1.name <> ‘User Group’ and groupType1.name <> ‘Work
Profile’)->isEmpty() and self.master->isEmpty())

context Position
inv (FW-O.OP.1): self.groupObject2->size() = 1
inv (FW-O.OP.2): self.groupObject2->select(groupType1.name = ‘Work Profile’)-

>notEmpty() and self.groupObject2->select(groupType1.name <>

‘Work Profile’)->isEmpty()

context Qualification Type
inv (FW-O.QT): Qualification Type.allInstances()->isEmpty()

4.1 Resource Allocation Meta Model

The Resource Allocation meta model is shown in Figure 6. A process definition can be defined
as a set of tasks, which can be of different task types. Workflow management systems use various
task types for modelling tasks that are to be executed by users, the system, an external applica-
tion, etc. A process definition often uses a set of data elements, which are presented to users in
tasks on forms. Resource allocation is done on the basis of authorization specifications for tasks
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(association-end authorization1 ) and , in some cases, data elements (association-end authoriza-

tion5 ). We refer to these elements that need authorization as to “authorization objects”, i.e., tasks
and/or data fields are authorization objects. For example, in all three systems we observed, tasks
are authorization objects, i.e., it is necessary to assign an authorization object to each task that is
meant to be executed by users. Each authorization specifies a set of users who can perform a spe-
cific action (e.g., to execute a task or to read/write a data field). Systems provide for various ways
of specifying which users are authorized to perform actions over authorization objects, i.e., over
tasks and data fields. We refer to an element that can be used to specify an authorization as to an
authorization element. An authorization element can be: (1) a user, (2) an organizational unit (a
group object in the Organization model), (3) a task, or (4) a data element. When the authorization
element specifies a user, then this user is authorized for the action over the authorization object
(e.g., to execute a task). Authorization can also refer to an organizational unit (group object), and
in this case all users that are members are authorized. It is possible that an authorization refers to
another task (e.g., the user who executed another task is (or is not) authorized). Another flexible
solution for authorization is when an authorization element can be determined later, during the
execution of the process, using values of data elements that refer to users, organizational units,
etc.
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Fig. 6. Resource Allocation Meta Model

Some of these concepts are common for Staffware, FileNet, FLOWer and the meta model.
However, they are often named differently, as Table 6 shows. Table 7 shows the constraints for the
Resource Allocation models of Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer.

Table 6. Matching of Concepts in Systems - Resource Allocation

Meta Model Staffware FileNet FLOWer

Process Definition Process Process Plan

Data Element Field Data Element Data Element

Task Task Step Step

Form Form Form Form

User User
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Table 7. Resource Allocation Constraints

context constraint name code description

Task Type Task Type A.TT types of tasks in the system;

Task User Interface A.UI user interface is necessary for tasks that
users execute;

Task Authorization A.TA task authorization is necessary for tasks
that users execute;

Action Activity Type A.AT execute, open, skip and redo are possible
activities;

Authorization Authorization Object A.AO which workflow elements can be authorized
(e.g., tasks, data elements, etc.);

Authorization Element Authorization Subject A.AS which workflow elements can be used to
define an authorization (e.g., user-names,
group objects, data elements, etc.);

4.2 Resource Allocation Constraints for Three Workflow Management Systems

Staffware. Table 8 shows the constraints that map the Staffware Resource Allocation model to the
meta model. Constraint (SW-A.TT) defines possible task types. Only if a task is of the type “User
Step”, then it is assigned a form that will be used for the interaction with the user, as shown
in (SW-A.UI). Authorizations are specified in Staffware using address objects that determine
which users are allocated for the execution (SW-A.AT) of the task. In the case of a “User Step”
task, constraint (SW-A.A) requires at least one address object to be specified. Authorization in
Staffware can be created using user-names, group objects, and data fields, as shown in constraint
(SW-A.AO). Moreover, authorization is possible only for tasks, and not for data fields, as defined
in (SW-A.AS).

Table 8. OCL Constraints for Resource Allocation Model in Staffware

context Task Type
inv (SW-A.TT): Task Type.allInstances()->collect(name) = Bag {‘Event’,‘User Step’,

‘Step’, ‘Automatic Step’}

context Task
inv (SW-A.UI): self.taskType1.name <> ‘User Step’ implies self.form3->isEmpty() and

self.taskType1.name = ‘User Step’ implies self.form3->notEmpty()
inv (SW-A.A): self.taskType1.name <> ‘User Step’ implies self.authorization1-

>forAll(authElem1->isEmpty()) and self.taskType1.name = ‘User
Step’ implies self.authorization1->forAll(authElem1->notEmpty())

context Action
inv (SW-A.AT): Action.allInstances()->size() = 1 and Action.allInstances()-

>forAll(name = ‘execute’)

context Authorization
inv (SW-A.AO): self.dataElement4->isEmpty()

context Authorization Element
inv (SW-A.AS): self.task4->isEmpty() and (self.user2->size() + self.groupObject1-

>size()+ self.dataElement3->size()) = 1

FileNET. Various FileNET concepts impose constraints on the Resource Allocation meta model
and they are presented in Table 9. Task types that exist in FileNET are shown in constraint
(FN-A.TT). Tasks of the “General Step” task type are offered to users. These taks must be
assigned a form for interaction with users and authorization for allocation of users, as shown
in (FN-A.UI) and (FN-A.A). The only action users can take is to execute tasks, as constraint
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(FN-A.AT) shows. Constraint (FN-A.AO) specifies that authorizations cannot be created for data
fields. Group objects and users can be used as authorization elements in FileNET (FN-A.AS).

Table 9. OCL Constraints for Resource Allocation Model in FileNET

context Task Type
inv (FN-A.TT): Task Type.allInstances()->collect(name) = Bag {‘System Step’,

‘Launch Step’, ‘Component Step’, ‘Sub-Map Step’, ‘General Step’}

context Task
inv (FN-A.UI): self.taskType1.name <> ‘General Step’ implies self.form3->isEmpty()

and self.taskType1.name = ‘General Step’ implies self.form3-
>notEmpty()

inv (FN-A.A): self.taskType1.name <> ‘General Step’ implies self.authorization1-
>isEmpty() and self.taskType1.name = ‘General Step’ implies
self.authorization1->notEmpty()

context Action
inv (FN-A.AT): Action.allInstances()->size() = 1 and Action.allInstances()-

>forAll(name = ‘execute’)

context Authorization
inv (FN-A.AO): self.dataElement4->isEmpty()

context Authorization Element
inv (FN-A.AS): self.task4->isEmpty() and self.dataElement3->isEmpty()

FLOWer. FLOWer, being a case-handling system, has some unique features that are not sup-
ported by traditional workflow management systems. Some of the features that can be found in
the FLOWer Resource Allocation model we will not consider when constraining the Resource Al-
location meta model. First, we will not consider the class “Case Type” because this class is used
as a reference class for one instance of the FLOWer model – it consists of the process definition,
hierarchy of roles etc. Second, we abstract from the various kinds of plans. A process definition

corresponds to a plan in FLOWer. There are different kinds of plans (i.e., “Static Plan”, “Sequen-
tial Plan”, “Dynamic”, etc.) and they represent different routing concepts linking sub-processes
to tasks. Finally, there is a hierarchy of roles defined in every case type and these roles are used
for authorizations. Each of these roles is addressed in the Organization model by “Role” group
objects, and here we will assume authorizations to directly refer to the group object, rather than
internally defined “Case Role”. After “ruling out” these concepts we present the constraints that
are used to describe the FLOWer Resource Allocation model using the Resource Allocation meta
model. Constraint (FW-A.TT) defines several task types that are available, while (FW-A.UI) al-
lows a user interface only for two types of tasks. Constraint (FW-A.AT) shows that users can have
authorizations to execute, skip, open, redo and read tasks. Constraint (FW-A.AS) requires that
authorization elements cannot address directly users, but only group objects of the group type
“Role” and allows for referring to other tasks for authorization.

5 Work Distribution

Workflow management systems distribute work to users based on resource allocation rules (which
are specified in the process definition) and the organizational structure. Work distribution deter-
mines the way in which the work is offered to and executed by users. In this section we present the
Work Distribution meta model and constraints that describe t0he work distribution mechanisms
of Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer.
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Table 10. OCL Constraints for Resource Allocation Model in FLOWer

context Task Type
inv (FW-A.TT): Task Type.allInstances()->collect(name) = Bag {‘Plan Element’,‘Form

Fill Action’, ‘Action Action’, ‘Operation Action’, ‘Automatic Action’}

context Task
inv (FW-A.UI): (self.taskType1.name <> ‘Plan Element’ or self.taskType1.name

<> ‘Action Action’) implies self.form3->isEmpty() and
(self.taskType1.name = ‘Plan Element’ or self.taskType1.name =
‘Action Action’) implies self.form3->notEmpty()

context Action
inv (FW-A.AT): Action.allInstances()->collect(name) = Bag{‘execute’, ‘skip’, ‘open’,

‘redo’, ‘read’ }

context Authorization Element
inv (FW-A.AS): self.user2->isEmpty() and self.dataElement3->isEmpty()

and self.groupObject1->size() = 1 and self.groupObject1-
>forAll(groupType1.name = ‘Role’)

5.1 Work Distribution Meta Model

The meta model of Work Distribution is shown in Figure 7. Every case initiates a process definition.
Enabled tasks in a case are work items. Work items are distributed to work queues – pools of work
that are accessible to users. The three systems we have observed have two general types of work
queues: (1) group queues, which are created for group objects and (2) user queues, which are
created for individual users as their personal queues. Group queues are accessible for all users
that are members of the particular group object and user queues are accessible only by a single
user. Work items can be not-processed work items or processed work items. Users can also choose
to skip a not-processed work item, and change its state into a processed work item. Not-processed
work items that are available for execution are called enabled work items. Waiting work items are
not-processed items that are not enabled yet. When user opens a waiting work item (s)he explicitly
changes its state into an enabled work item. Users can execute only enabled work items. When an
enabled work item is executed, its state changes into a processed work item. While users execute
enabled work items, they can change data values of available data elements. A user can choose to
reopen a processed work item and change its state into enabled work item.

Table 11 shows which concepts in the Work Distribution meta model can be also found in the
Work Distribution models of Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer. In Table 12 we show the constraints
that describe the three workflow management systems.

Table 11. Matching of Concepts in Systems - Work Distribution

Meta Model Staffware FileNET FLOWer

Task User Step General Step Step

Work Item Work Item Work Item Work Item

Processed Work Item Activity Activity Processed Work Item

Not-Processed Work Item Not-Processed Work Item

Waiting Work Item Waiting Work Item

Enabled Work Item Enabled Work Item

Work Queue Work Queue Queue

User Queue User Queue

Case Case Case Case

Process Definition Process Process Case Type
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Work Item Task

-name : String
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-case1 1
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1

-workItem2

0..*
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Fig. 7. Work Distribution Model

Table 12. Work Distribution Constraints

context constraint name code description

User User Action D.UA types of activities that users can perform
in the system;

Personal Queue D.PQ every personal queue is created for one
user;

Group Object Group Queue D.GQ a group queue is created for one group ob-
ject;

5.2 Work Distribution Constraints for Three Workflow Management Systems

Staffware. In order to describe the Work Distribution model of Staffware using the meta model,
we have developed a number of OCL constraints, which are shown in Table 13. While working
with work items in Staffware, users have only the possibility to execute enabled items, i.e., it is
not possible to skip, open or redo work items. Constraint (SW-D.UA) describes that concepts of
skipped, opened and reopened work items do not exist in Staffware. There are two types of work
queues in Staffware: (1) constraint (SW-D.PQ) shows that for every user there is a personal work
queue, and (2) constraint (SW-D.GQ) states that for every group3 one work queue is created.

FileNET. Table 14 shows constraints which can be used to describe how Work Distribution model
of FileNET can be mapped to the meta model. It is not possible in FileNET to skip, open and
reopen work items, as can be seen in constraint (FN-D.UA). Personal work queues are created for
every user, as shown in (FN-D.PQ). Constraint (FN-D.GQ) shows that one work queue is created
for every group object from the group type “Work Queue”.

FLOWer. Table 15 displays one constraint that maps work distribution model of FLOWer to the
meta model. Constraint (FN-D.GQ) shows that work queues are created only for group objects
that are of the “Work Profile” group type.

3 Here we refer to a group object of the group type “Group” in Staffware.
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Table 13. OCL Constraints for Work Distribution Model in Staffware

context User
inv (SW-D.UA): self.skips->isEmpty() and self.opens->isEmpty() and self.reopens-

>isEmpty()
inv (SW-D.PQ): self.userQueue1->size() = 1

context Group Object
inv (SW-D.GQ): (self.groupType1.name = ”Group” implies self.groupQueue1->size() =

1) and (self.groupType1.name <> ”Group” implies self.groupQueue1-
>isEmpty())

Table 14. OCL Constraints for Work Distribution Model in FileNET

context User
inv (FN-D.UA): self.skips->isEmpty() and self.opens->isEmpty() and self.reopens-

>isEmpty()
inv (FN-D.PQ): self.userQueue1->size() = 1

context Group Object
inv (FN-D.GQ): (self.groupType1.name = ”Work Queue” implies self.groupQueue1-

>size() = 1) and (self.groupType1.name <> ”Work Queue” implies
self.groupQueue1->isEmpty())

Table 15. OCL Constraints for Resource Work Distribution Model in FLOWer

context Group Object
inv (FN-D.GQ): (self.groupType1.name = ”Work Profile” implies self.groupQueue1-

>size() = 1) and (self.groupType1.name <> ”Work Profile” implies
self.groupQueue1->isEmpty())

6 Discussion

The meta model consists of the Organization, Resource Allocation and Work Distribution meta
models. This meta model is developed as the “least common multiple” of models of the three
workflow management systems (i.e. Staffware, FileNet, and FLOWer). For each of the three work-
flow management systems we have also presented constraints and showed how these constraints,
when applied to the meta model, capture the functionality offered by each of the three workflow
management systems. Table 16 shows all constraints for each of the workflow management systems.

Staffware, FileNet and FLOWer constrain the Organization part of the meta model in the
Group Type, Group Object, Position and Qualification Type contexts. All three systems have
a predefined limited number of possible Group Types. Constraints show that all three systems
have certain limitations when defining Group Qualifications. Staffware is the only system with a
constrained Group Capacity (the Group Type “Role” has a limited capacity). The organization
has to be modelled using the system-specific Organizational Hierarchy model in all three systems.
Organizational Position in all systems has to be defined for every Group Object independently, i.e.,
every relation between a User and a Group Object is a unique Organizational Position, although
FLOWer uses “Work Profile” as a reference for Organizational Positions. Staffware is the only
system with no constraints on User Qualification.

Several constraints have been listed for the Resource Allocation part of the meta model. Every
system has its own set of possible Task Types. In every system a user interface is provided only
for some types of tasks, because some tasks are automatically executed the workflow management
system. Only in FLOWer an authorization is specified for all types of tasks, because the whole case
is open to a user in the execution time. All three systems have a set of possible Activity Types, but
if we look at the constraints, we can see that FLOWer offers the most possibilities. FLOWer is the
only system that enables defining authorization rules both for tasks and data elements, while the
other two systems give authorizations only for tasks, as the constraints listed under the constraint
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name Authorization Object show. All three systems have a limited set of elements defined in the
Authorization Subjects constraints.

The Work Distribution module has three possible constraints. FLOWer is the only system that
does not constraint the User Actions. This was expected because the Activity Type constraints in
the Resource Allocation module show the same functionality. Only in FLOWer personal queues
are not created for every user automatically by the system. Group Queues are defined for specific
Group Objects in all three systems.

Table 16. Staffware, FileNET and FLOWer constraints

context constraint name Staffware FileNET FLOWer

Organization

Group Type Group Type SW-O.GT FN-O.GT FW-O.GT
Group Qualification SW-O.GQ FN-O.GQ FW-O.GQ

Group Object Group Capacity SW-O.GC
Organizational Hierarchy SW-O.OH FN-O.OH FW-O.OH.1-8

Position Organizational Position SW-O.OP FN-O.OP FW-O.OP.1-2

Qualification Type User Qualification FN-O.UC FW-O.UC

Resource Allocation

Task Type Task Type SW-A.TT FN-A.TT FW-A.TT

Task User Interface SW-A.UI FN-A.UI FW-A.UI
Task Authorization SW-A.TA FN-A.TA

Action Activity Type SW-A.AT FN-A.AT FW-A.AT

Authorization Authorization Object SW-A.AO FN-A.AO
Authorization Subject SW-A.AS FN-A.AS FW-A.AS

Work Distribution

User User Action SW-D.UA FN-D.UA
Personal Queue SW-D.PQ FN-D.PQ

Group Object Group Queue SW-D.GQ FN-D.GQ FW-D.GQ

The meta model that is used for the comparison of different systems should be designed as the
“least common multiple”. This meta model should include and generalize common and system-
specific aspects of models that are used for the construction of the meta model. Thus, the meta
model generalizes over common and includes system specific properties of observed systems.

The meta model includes properties of various systems. To describe which features of the meta
model exist in a specific system and which do not exist in the system, we constraint the meta
model. By doing this, we “narrow” (limit, constrain) the scope of the meta model to fit the model
of a single system. The OCL language proved to be a good basis for defining structured and exact
constraint expressions.

Constraints expressions provide for a good overview of the critical concepts in the meta model.
These are the concepts that are the most often interpreted differently among different systems.
Constraints also show the concepts that some systems limit and others do not.

The expressions themselves precisely describe the way the system interprets concepts from
the meta model. However, due to the complexity of systems, some expressions are too long and
complex to read and understand.

7 Related Work

Since the early nineties workflow technology has matured [23] and several textbooks have been pub-
lished, e.g., [5, 18, 29, 33, 37]. During this period many languages for modelling workflows have been
proposed, i.e., languages ranging from generic Petri-net-based languages to tailor-made domain-
specific languages. The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) has tried to standardize work-
flow languages since 1994 but failed to do so [22]. XPDL, the language proposed by the WfMC,
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has semantic problems [2] and is rarely used. In a way BPEL [11] succeeded in doing what the
WfMC was aiming at. However, both BPEL and XPDL focus on the control-flow rather than the
resource perspective.

Despite the central role that resources play in workflow management systems, there is a surpris-
ingly small body of research into resource and organizational modelling in the workflow context
[1, 31]. In early work, Bussler and Jablonski [15] identified a number of shortcomings of work-
flow management systems when modelling organizational and policy issues. In subsequent work
[29], they presented one of the first broad attempts to model the various perspectives of workflow
management systems in an integrated manner including detailed consideration of the organiza-
tional/resource view.

One line of research into resource modelling and enactment in a workflow context has focused
on the characterization of resource managers that can manage organizational resources and enforce
resource policies. In [17], the design of a resource manager is presented for a workflow management
system. This work includes a high-level resource model together with proposals for resource defini-
tion, query and policy languages. Similarly, in [32], an abstract resource model is presented in the
context of a workflow management system although the focus is more on the efficient management
of resources in a workflow context than the specific ways in which work is allocated to them. In
[28], a proposal is presented for handling resource policies in a workflow context. Three types of
policy – qualification, requirement and substitution – are described together with a means for
efficiently implementing them when allocating resources to activities.

Another area of investigation has been into ensuring that only appropriate users are selected
to execute a given work item. The RBAC (Role-Based Access Control) model [20] presents an ap-
proach for doing this. RBAC models are effective but they tend to focus on security considerations
and neglect other organizational aspects such as resource availability.

Flexibility has been a research topic in workflow literature since the late nineties [4, 7, 9, 10,
16, 19, 27, 30, 40, 41, 49]. Flexibility triggers all kinds of interesting research questions, e.g., if a
process changes how this should influence the running cases? [7]. Examples of qualitative analysis
of flexibility of workflow management system can be found in [13] and [24]. One way of allowing
for more flexibility is to use the case handling concept as defined in [3, 9]. FLOWer [12, 39] can be
seen as a reference implementation of the case handling concept. Therefore, its resource perspective
was modeled in this paper. Besides FLOWer there are few other case handling tools: E.C.H.O.
(Electronic Case-Handling for Offices), a predecessor of FLOWer, the Staffware Case Handler [47]
and the COSA Activity Manager [46], both based on the generic solution of BPi [14], Vectus [34,
35], and the open-source system con:cern (http://con-cern.org/).

Work distribution of various workflow management systems was investigated within the work-

flow patterns initiative (cf. www.workflowpatterns.com). Besides a variety of control-flow [6] and
data [44] patterns, 43 resource patterns [43, 45] have been defined. This paper is the most related
to the resource patterns[43, 45]. However, in this paper we use a completely different approach.
Instead of patterns, we use meta models to unify functionalities and then specialize using OCL
constraints.

Several researchers have developed meta-models, i.e., object models describing the relation
between workflow concepts, which include work allocation aspects, cf. [8, 36–38, 42]. The work
reported in this paper can be seen as an extension of the meta-modelling approach. We add OCL
constraints to meta models that provide aid for understanding, analysis, evaluation and comparison
of various workflow management systems.

8 Conclusion

This paper focuses on the resource perspective, i.e., the way workflow management systems dis-
tribute work based on the structure of the organization and capabilities/qualifications of people.
We use UML models and OCL constraint expressions to develop a structured and exact method
for analysis, evaluation and comparison of workflow management systems. We start with devel-
oping models of particular systems. Based on particular models we develop a generalized meta
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model. This model is further specialized for every system-specific model using OCL constraint
expressions. These expressions show how the model of each of the workflow management systems
can be extracted from the meta model. Using OCL expressions we show which concepts are inter-
preted differently in systems and which concepts are shared. The meta model can be seen as an
abstraction of a powerful workflow management system that can be constrained to act like one of
the three systems we have observed: Staffware, FileNet, and FLOWer.

Workflow management systems tend to implement many system-specific features. This makes it
hard to analyze, evaluate, compare and select an appropriate system. This paper showed that using
more exact tools (i.e., UML class diagrams and OCL expressions) to describe different systems
provides a structured and exact method to describe various workflow management systems.
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Appendix: Models of Three Workflow Management Systems

We developed models (UML class diagrams) of work distribution of three commercial workflow
management systems: Staffware 9.0 [48], FileNet Business Process Manager 3.0 [21] and FLOWer
2.05a [39]. FileNet and Staffware are examples of two widely used traditional workflow management
systems. FLOWer is based on the case-handling paradigm, which can be characterized as “the more
flexible approach” [3, 9]. Each of the models we have developed will be described in the remainder
of this appendix.

A Staffware

Organization. Staffware Process Administrator contains the User Manager tool (Figure 8), which
is used to model the organizational structure in Staffware.

Fig. 8. Staffware - User Manager

Figure 9 shows the Organization model of Staffware. Organizational entities can be users and
groups. One group can have multiple users as its members and one user can be a member of multiple
groups. Users can supervise other organizational entities. Attributes are used to define specific
qualifications for organizational entities and one can later assign concrete values for different
organizational entities, e.g. users can speak different foreign languages. Capabilities of users are
represented by their roles. Although one user can have many roles, one role can be assigned only
to one user.
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Fig. 9. Staffware - Organization

Resource Allocation. Resource allocation is specified while the process is defined in the tool Process
Definer (Figure 10), a part of the Staffware Process Client.

Fig. 10. Staffware - Process Definer

Figure 11 shows that a process is a set of tasks in the Resource Allocation model of Staffware.
Tasks can be of various types: event, user step, step and automatic step. Only the user step has
a specified address and associated form. The address allocates the users who can execute the
user step, and the form serves as an interface for the task execution. Static addresses specify the
organizational entities or roles of the users who are authorized to execute a task, while dynamic

addresses refer to one of the fields in the process definition. These fields represent variable data
values that users can read and alter on forms during the task execution. The relation that an
automatic step has with address and form might be surprising because automatic step is a spe-
cial kind of step which is used to execute a Server process [48]. Although these steps are called
“automatic”, i.e., should not need an user to execute them, they are assigned an address and a
form. In the case of an automatic step, the address should refer to only one user (not a group)
under who’s authorization the step should be executed. The form is used in the automatic step
to provide input and output data for the Server process that should be executed in the automatic
step.
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Fig. 11. Staffware - Resource Allocation

Work Distribution. When working with Staffware, users can select and execute their work using
the Process Client tool. As Figure 12 shows, work items are distributed to various work queues
and made available to the members of these queues.

Fig. 12. Staffware - Process Client

The Staffware Work Distribution model is shown in Figure 13. A case is one (executable)
instance of a process. Work items are user steps form a case, and are offered to users via work

queues. A work queue is created for every organizational entity. Thus, users have access to one
personal work queue and to work queues of the groups they are members of. Activity is a work
item that one user executes. While performing activities users alter values of fields. Fields that are
used in dynamic addresses for resource allocation have values that refer to roles or organizational
entities.

B FileNet

Organization. The Organizational model of FileNet is presented in Figure 14. Users are local
users (OS User) or groups (OS Group) in the running operating system (OS ). Membership of OS
groups are also defined in the operating system, externally form the FileNet system. Workflow
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Fig. 13. Staffware - Work Distribution

groups and work queues can be defined to represent grouping of users and can have multiple users
as members. Users can be members of multiple workflow groups and work queues.
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Fig. 14. FileNet - Organization

Resource Allocation. Figure 15 shows the Process Definer tool of FileNet, a tool where within the
process definition resources are allocated for tasks.

Figure 18 shows that, in the FileNet Resource Allocation model, a process is a set of steps.
There are various types of steps: system steps, component steps, sub-map steps, launch steps and
general steps. Workflow groups (as groups of users) are defined in the process definition and they
are not valid for any other process. A general step is a step that should be executed by users and
it uses forms as an interface. Every general step can have either a work queue or a participant

as the destination type. This is used to allocate the task either to a work queue or to users and
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Fig. 15. FileNet - Process Definer

workflow groups directly. Allocation to participants is used in FileNet to support teamwork where
team members can vote for a specified decision.
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Fig. 16. FileNet - Resource Allocation

Work Distribution. The Workplace is a FileNet tool that presents work items to allocated users.
This tool is started in a web browser and it is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 18 shows the model of work distribution in FileNet. Case is an process instance. Work

item is a general step form a case that is available for users via queues. Work queues are accessible
for all members and user queues are personal queues for every user. Activity is a work item that
is executed by a user.
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Fig. 17. FileNet - Workplace
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Fig. 18. FileNet - Work Distribution

C FLOWer

Organization. The administrational tool of FLOWer Administrator 4 is shown in Figure 19.

4 FLOWer system that was used for this paper is installed in Dutch language. The name of the application
in Figure 19 is FLOWer Beheer, which is Dutch for FLOWer Administrator. Further: Rollen is Roles;
Functieprofielen is Function Profiles; Werkprofielen is Work Profiles; Distributieprofielen is Distribution
Profiles; ZakenZoekers is Case Queries; and Sorteergroepen is Sort Groups in Dutch.
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Fig. 19. FLOWer - Administrator

As Figure 20 shows, an organization in FLOWer can be structured into contexts. Each context
has its users which can be members of user groups and assigned to work profiles. While a user
group represents an organizational unit, a work profile represents a group of users with equal
distribution rights. A case type stores a process definition in FLOWer. Every case type can have
multiple case type releases. Since a case type has its own definitions of case roles, every case type
release creates a set of concrete roles that correspond to the case type roles. Roles that originate
from various case type releases are grouped into function profiles, which are further on assigned to
work profiles. By using this mechanism we indirectly assign roles to users and define distribution
rights in FLOWer.
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Fig. 20. FLOWer - Organization

Resource Allocation. FLOWer Studio is used to specify a process definition and resource allocation
for its tasks. Figure 21 shows how one process definition is open in the FLOWer Studio. Resource
allocation is specified for one for the tasks on the “Authorization” tab.

Figure 22 shows the FLOWer Resource Allocation model. A process definition is stored in a
case type. Plan is the building element of a process definition. Static plans provide for a sequence
in the process, while sequential and dynamic plans act as iteration elements. Decision is used for
modelling system and user choices, and it can have at least one branch. A plan element consists
of steps, which can be activity actions, or can refer to plan elements. Activity actions are form-fill

actions or external actions. External functions are invoked in actions, which are defined globally
for the case type. An external action executes one of the case type actions. Automatic actions are
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Fig. 21. FLOWer - Studio

executed by the FLOWer system, operation actions by users directly, and action actions by users
as parts of form-fill actions. A form-fill action is executed by a user using a form as an interface.
While performing form-fill actions data elements from the plan can be viewed and altered by
users. Resources are allocated to steps based on the case roles and authorization rules. Case roles
are defined for the case type and they can form a hierarchy among themselves. For every step an
authorization defines which case roles are allowed to open, execute, skip, redo and read the step.
An additional constraint can determine that a step has to be (or must not be) executed by the
executor of another step.

Work Distribution. FLOWer, being a case-handling system, distributes whole cases to users. Fig-
ure 17 shows that FLOWer Case Query opens the whole case “Motor Claim” is for one user. The
user can see and work with various work items that are available in the open case.

A case is one instance of a case type in FLOWer, as Figure 24 shows. A work item is created
for steps in every case. There are several types of work items, and users can perform different
actions on them. Waiting and enabled work items are not-processed work items. Only enabled work
items can be executed by users. Waiting work items can become enabled when users open them.
Users can skip non-processed work items and reopen processed work items. If a case query uses
a case type as a pattern, this means that the case query will present cases (originating from the
case type) to users. Case queries are defined for different contexts in the organizational system.
Administrators can define interface that will be presented to users while working with cases in the
case query. In a case query it is possible to specify that all cases should start at the specified action

from the case type. Case types can be presented to users in customized settings using distribution

profiles. When a distribution profile is assigned to a work profile (which is further on assigned
to users), a distribution value is assigned to the distribution element of the distribution profile.
The work profile filters the cases on the basis of the specified value of the distribution element.
There are two possible types of distribution elements: (1) cases that have the specified value of
a data element and (2) cases for which the execution process is currently at the specified process

element (step). Both of these distribution values are specified in the work profile and apply for
all users that are members of that work profile. Additionally, it is possible to allow users to define
parameter values if they want to search case queries for predefined parameters (data elements).
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Fig. 22. FLOWer - Resource Allocation

Fig. 23. FLOWer - Case Query
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Fig. 24. FLOWer - Work Distribution
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